TARA TIDINGS

FEBRUARY 16th, 2015
-Meeting @ 7:00 PM
PN WILLIAMS
“Maximizing
Your Honey Crop”
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Check out the web site
Tarabeekeepers.org
Need Donations For
Monthly Prize Drawings

Follow Us

@ Facebook.com/TaraBeekeepersAssociation

Additional Websites
Tara beekeepers Association
www.tarabeekeepers.org

Georgia Beekeepers Association
www.gabeekeeping.com

UGA Beekeepers
www.ent.uga.edu/bees
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TOOL TALK
February 12, 2015
So we are preparing for the GBA conference and when you read this it will be done.
Hopefully, we will meet old friends, see new speakers and learn a lot. My bees have
been flying over the warm days and I am ready for spring work, but I see the forecast
and we are in for a chill and possibly snow!
I have not seen any drones and usually I see one or two over the fly days. This does
not worry me, because the bees are pulling in pollen and the few hives I have cracked
open are brimming and busy. I am very excited about seeing the hives when we do get
a warm spell.
Since the weather is really cool, I am reading and I went through my equipment the
other day. The GBA is supporting the Prison in South Georgia to teach the inmates
beekeeping. Sometime, over the next month Jennifer Berry is going and she will
administer the certified test. So, I want my old equipment to go there to help them. I
will be bringing essentially 2 ten frame hive, with extra supers to the President of GBA
to send South.
I am transitioning to eight frames and will be done by the end of the year.
So keep your smoker handy, your tool ready and if your bees are out Feed ‘em!
-Mary
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2015 Tara Calendar
February 16th, 2015

-

Meeting @ 7:00 pm- Keith Fielder Maximizing Your Honey Crop

March quarterly raffle prize
April 18th, 2015

-

Board Meeting- 9:00am coffee and donut PN and Evelyn Williams Home

April 20th, 2015

-

Meeting @ 7:00 pm- Margo Wimbish Children’s education

May 18th, 2015

-

Meeting @ 7:00 pm- Mary Cahill Roberts Hive inspection

May 30th, 2015

-

Children short course Reynolds Park - 9:00 am until noon

June 15th, 2015

-

Meeting @ 7:00 pm- Jim Quick

June quarterly raffle prize Complete hive unassembled
July 20th, 2015

-

Meeting @ 7:00 pm- Speaker

July 21st, 2015

-

Board meeting @ 6:00 pm- Pot luck Dinner

August 17th, 2015

-

Meeting @ 7:00 pm- Bear Kelley Ga. State Beekeepers

September 5th, 2015

- Short course @ 8:00 am until 4:00 pm- Kiwanis club Building

September 21st, 2015

-

Meeting @ 7:00 pm- Speaker

September quarterly raffle prize uncapping tank
October 10th, 2015

-

Annual Tara Picnic at Rick & Joann Minters Farm @ 11:00 am

October 19th, 2015

-

NO MEETING THIS MONTH

October 20th, 2015

-

Board meeting @ 6:00 pm - Pot luck Dinner

November 16th, 2015
December 7th, 2015

- Meeting @ 7:00 pm - Speaker - Officer Elections and Honey show
-

Annual Christmas Party @ 6:00 pm - Kiwanis club building

December quarterly raffle prize $250.00 A Hive donated by P.N. Williams
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2015 Officers and
Board of Directors
President, Melanie Maxwell
President@tarabeekeepers.org

Treasurer, Pat Brookshire
treasurer@tarabeekeepers.org

Vice President, Fran Lane
vpresident@tarabeekeepers.org

Secretary, David Brookshire
Secretary@tarabeekeepers.org

Three-year Director, Ed Mellon

Three-year Director, Maurice Rochester

Two-year Director, Jerry Haygood

Two-year Director, Buster Lane

One-year Director, Jim Moye		

One-year Director, Doug Clack

Honorary BOD positions:
President Emeritus, PN Williams
President Emerita, Evelyn Williams
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Our Board of Directors is still looking for members to step up and
TAKE OWNERSHIP OF YOUR CLUB.
Please volunteer to help with any of the club’s various
Jobs, committee positions, and service project assignments
The Club needs volunteers to
Take a turn bringing a dish to our monthly meetings in 2015
Please help with this important effort; our socials following the
monthly meetings offer opportunities to mingle with your fellow
beekeepers and foster cohesiveness in our group.
Here are some other great jobs and positions (to inquire, simply
send an e-mail to president@tarabeekeepers.org):

PROJECTS:
- Hive Inspection Leader

JOBS:
- Webmaster
-Website Contributor
-Newsletter Editor
-Newsletter Contributor
-Club Librar-Cookbook Contributor

COMMITTEES:

SERVICE:

-2015 Picnic
- Public Speaker in Com-2015 Audit
munity
-2015 Beekeeper of the year
-2015 Christmas Party
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CATCH THE BUZZ
Codenamed ‘MiteNot’. This technology is a simple, compostable and
pesticide-free way to sterilize Varroa destructor mites.
the approximate time when female mites lay eggs
but before the male mites can fertilize, thus interrupting the mites’ lifecycle.

Eltopia

is in early stage development
of a simple, pesticide-free way
to remove varroa destructor mites in bee hives.
Groundbreaking new technology, code named ‘MiteNot’, will sterilize mites thereby eliminating them
without harming the bees. The ‘MiteNot’ is currently in research, development and testing with
the University of Minnesota Bee Lab.
“To save the bees, beekeepers and bee researchers need a new, non-chemical way to control mite
parasites in honey bee colonies. Eltopia’s ‘MiteNot’
project is the most innovative and holds the most
promise to turn the bee crisis around than any
other idea that has come along in a very long time
-- maybe ever.” – Marla Spivak, Distinguished
McKnight University Professor Apiculture/Social
Insects, University of Minnesota
Varroa destructor mites exist in almost all hives in
North America. If left untreated, evidence supports
mites kill honey bee colonies and may be a factor
in colony collapse disorder. ‘MiteNot’ uses a compostable circuit board that senses the stages of the
bee broods reproductive cycle and applies heat at a
specific temperature and time to sterilize the mites.
The heat is applied when the honeycomb cells have
been capped and the temperature stabilizes. This is

Although this is a complicated process, ‘MiteNot’ is
very easy for beekeepers to use. Just one frame per
beehive needs to be swapped for a ‘MiteNot’ frame.
Eco-conscious and well-engineered, ‘MiteNot’
is housed within a frame and wax covered compostable circuit board. The circuit board is created
from renewable resources, such as cornstarch. The
circuit board is covered in wax making it undifferentiated in use and appearance compared to a
standard honeycomb foundation. Beekeepers can
continually reuse the ‘MiteNot’ frame and have the
ability to insert a new wax covered circuit board as
necessary.
“We are confident that we will bring the ‘MiteNot’
to market. We are on target to deliver an effective,
affordable and non-toxic solution to both commercial and hobbyist beekeepers to control varroa
destructor mites. Additionally, we are excited about
the other potential applications of our compostable
circuit technology to solve other colony challenges.
The applications of this technology extend within
and beyond agriculture.” – Will MacHugh, CEO
Eltopia
‘MiteNot’ is currently in research, development and
testing. Eltopia is looking for commercial beekeepers and academic institutions to participate in
additional testing. If the testing continues to be positive, Eltopia hopes to make this a simple, non-toxic
way to eliminate varroa destructor mites. Eltopia is
targeting market availability by fall 2015.
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CATCH THE BUZZ
Pollinator Declines Are Crucial For Human Nutritional Health

A new study shows that more than half the

people in some developing countries could become
newly at risk for malnutrition if crop-pollinating
animals -- like bees -- continue to decline.
Despite popular reports that pollinators are crucial
for human nutritional health, no scientific studies have actually tested this claim -- until now.
The new research by scientists at the University of
Vermont and Harvard University has, for the first
time, connected what people actually eat in four
developing countries to the pollination requirements of the crops that provide their food and
nutrients.
“The take-home is: pollinator declines can really
matter to human health, with quite scary numbers
for vitamin A deficiencies, for example,” says UVM
scientist Taylor Ricketts who co-led the new study,
“which can lead to blindness and increase death
rates for some diseases, including malaria.”
It’s not just plummeting populations of bees. Scientists around the world have observed a worrisome
decline of many pollinator species, threatening the
world’s food supply. Recent studies have shown
that these pollinators are responsible for up to forty
percent of the world’s supply of nutrients.

The new research takes the next step. It shows that
in some populations -- like parts of Mozambique
that the team studied, where many children and
mothers are barely able to meet their needs for
micronutrients, especially vitamin A -- the disappearance of pollinators could push as many as 56
percent of people over the edge into malnutrition.
The study, “Do Pollinators Contribute to Nutritional Health?” was led by Alicia Ellis and Taylor
Ricketts at UVM’s Gund Institute for Ecological Economics and Samuel Myers at the Harvard
School of Public Health. It appears in the Jan. 9
issue of the journal PLOS ONE.
The “hidden hunger” associated with vitamin and
mineral deficiencies is estimated to harm more
than 1 in 4 people around the globe, the scientists
note, contributing to increased risk of many diseases, reduced IQ and diminished work productivity. “Continued declines of pollinator populations
could have drastic consequences for global public
health,” the team writes.
“This is the first study that quantifies the potential human health impacts of animal pollinator
declines,” says Myers. Earlier studies have shown
links between pollinators and crop yields -- and
between crop yields and the availability of food
and nutrients. “But to evaluate whether pollinator declines will really affect human nutrition,
you need to know what people are eating,” Myers
explains. So the new study examined the full pathway from pollinators through to detailed survey
data about people’s daily diets in parts of Zambia,
Mozambique, Uganda and Bangladesh.
Continue--->
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CATCH THE BUZZ
“How much mango? How much fish?” says Ricketts. “And from that kind of data we can find out
if they get enough vitamin A, calcium, folate, iron
and zinc.” Then the scientists were able to examine the likely impact a future without pollinators
would have on these diets.
And for parts of the developing world, that future
could well include “an increase in neural tube
defects from folate deficiency or an increase in
blindness and infectious diseases from vitamin A
deficiency,” Myers says, “because we have transformed our landscapes in ways that don’t support
animal pollinators anymore.”
“We find really alarming effects in some countries
for some nutrients and little to no effect elsewhere,”
Ricketts says. On the bleak end of the spectrum,
the team projected little difference in Bangladesh,
since so many people there are already malnourished. And, at the other end of the spectrum,
Zambia should be relatively insulated from this
risk. That’s because -- though the scientists project
reductions in the intake of vitamin A with pollinator declines in Zambia -- “there is so much vitamin
A in the diet already that it didn’t push very many
people below the threshold,” Myers explains.
This new study fits into an emerging field of research exploring how the very rapid transformation of Earth’s natural systems affects human
health. The big picture? “Ecosystem damage can
damage human health,” Ricketts says, “so conservation can be thought of as an investment in public
health.”
Check Out The Latest At www.beeculture.com
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Editor’s Note
If you have an E-mail address, Please send it to me so we can get it in the directory.
Monthly Tara Newsletters are also sent to members by the Internet.
Send me your articles, classified, comments and suggestions.
Mary Cahill-Roberts
404-388-3427
E-mail: maryc7@aol.com

Membership Dues :

Make checks payable to:
Tara Beekeepers Association dues are $20.00
Per family per year.

Special thanks to the following
WALTER T. KELLY Co.
3107 Elizabethtown Road
P.O. Box 240
Clarkson, KY 42726
Phone: (800) 233-2899
ROSSMAN APIARIES Inc.
P.O. Box 909
Moultrie, GA 31776-0909
Phone: (800) 333-7677
www.Gabees.com
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